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ECONOMIC DEPOSITS OF THE CALIFORNIA OFFSHORE AREA
By Thomas A. Wilson and John L. Mero

Ocean Resources, Inc., La Jolla, California

During recent years marine sediments have attracted

ever increasing attention, because certain types that

contain appreciable amounts of valuable metals and

minerals could become commercial sources of indus-

trial raw materials in the near future. To best discuss

the economic aspects of the mineral deposits that lie

on the sea floor off California, it is preferable to divide

the ocean bordering the State into three general geo-

graphic regions: the beach and nearshore area, the

continental shelf and slope, and the deep-sea floor.

Mineral resources in all of these regions are consider-

able and are virtually untapped.

The beach and nearshore areas of the California

coast are favorable zones for the occurrence of black

sand and precious metal placers. The continental shelf

and slope are know n to contain authigenic materials

of commercial interest such as glauconite and phos-

phorite, as well as sizeable reserves of petroleum and

natural gas. The deep-sea floor contains extensive de-

posits of manganese and other metals in the form of

nodules. Of all of these potential mineral resources

available from the oceanic area off California only one,

petroleum, is being recovered on a large-scale basis

today.

BEACH AND NEARSHORE PLACER DEPOSITS

The world contains many commercial beach placers

that have been mined for their heavy mineral content

for generations. While the average concentration of

heavy minerals in marine placer deposits is usually

low, the combination of modern dredging techniques

and low-cost benefication has greatly expanded the

amount and variety of occurrences that can be con-

sidered economic resources. Heavy mineral deposits

found on present beaches are part of the marine en-

vironment because they lie within the influence of the

ocean and are continually reworked and enriched by
surf action. In addition, many modern beach deposits

represent only the small land-exposed border of a

large mineral-bearing zone that extends seaward several

miles.

The principal deposits along the ocean beach, and

in submerged beaches, are a result of the natural con-

centration of minerals in sands that have been carried

to the ocean b\- streams or that have resulted from

the cutting back of sedimentary blutfs by waves. The
winnowing action of the surf forms erratic and chang-

ing deposits, which take the shape of lenticular beds,

or, more commonly, thin layers of concentrated black

sand interstratified with layers of gray sand. The

greatest accumulation of valuable minerals is usually

found on the landward side of these deposits where
the wave action was strongest. .\11 placer deposits vary

somewhat in appearance and configuration, however,
marine placers tend to be individuall\' larger, and may
be even higher in grade, than many dry-land placers.

The present beaches of the State of California are

known to contain many zones favorable for heavy
mineral accumulations, and in fact, several beach areas

have been mined intermittently for many \ears. Early-

da\- miners were limited to low-tide operations; how-
ever, present technology places large portions of the

State's submerged lands in the category of available

prospecting ground. Concentrations of placer minerals

may be found as far seaward as 300 to 400 feet below
the present sea level on the continental shelf of Cali-

fornia. The repeated changes in sea level during Pleis-

tocene time, and the low stands that were attained,

resulted in exposure and subsequent erosion of much
of the inner shelf of California. Rivers discharging into

the ocean at that time would have cut canyons and

formed placers in areas seaw ard of the present shore-

line and developed beaches along the then existing

strandline.

Marine placers usuall\- contain concentrations of

heavy, tough, chemically resistant minerals; the most

abundant of these minerals found in California waters

are probably magnetite and ilmenite. The largest quan-

tities of both of these have been derived from the

erosion of the ferromagnesian rocks of the Coast

Ranges and their related sediments. Less abundant, but

nonetheless commonly associated with these black

sands, are gold and the platinum group metals, and

many of the inert o.xides and silicates such as chromite,

rutile, zircon, monazite, uranoan thorite, garnet, and

gemstones. Relatively insoluble sulfides such as cinna-

bar have also been recovered in small amounts from

the beach placers of California.

Black sands of the Pacific coast have been exploited

periodically since the 1870's, originally for gold and

platinum but more recentl>' for iron and titanium.

During early periods of mining activity, the richest

and most successful deposits were worked at a good

profit. From that time onward, however, other ven-

tures that have attempted to recover minerals from

beach sands have not proven as successful.

Most of the titaniferous magnetite mined in Cali-

fornia has been produced from Los Angeles County,

and beach sands recovered from Redondo and Her-
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Photo 1. Beaches ore interesting areos in which to prospect for minerol deposits. Not only is much of the processing done by the crushing, grind- U|

3, and concentrating action of the ocean surf, but the beaches are frequently of overwhelming beauty. .1
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niosa Beaches supplied a large part of this production.

The placer deposits occur between Redondo Beacli

and Palos \'crdcs Point, covering about 2': miles of

beach. In this placer are found some concentrations of

almost pure ilmenite and magnetite, in a 3:2 ratio.

The valuable placer minerals occur in lenticular bodies

of heavy sand that are about 5 feet thick, 100 feet

wide, and 150 feet long. Near Clifton a sand worked
in 1927, was reported to contain 20 percent "titanif-

erous iron" and magnetite, with a residue of quartz,

olivine, epidote, garnet, and zircon (Tucker, 1927, p.

287).

A beach deposit farther north near Aptos, in Santa

Cruz County, has been worked periodicalK' for its

titanium and iron content b\- several companies. Of
these, the principal consumer was Triumph Steel Co.,

which utilized the sands for producing sponge iron,

alloy steel, and briquetted magnetite by a unique

smelting process. The early mining at Aptos Beach,

however, was for gold, but it was reportedly unsuc-

cessful. These black sand placer deposits occur in both

the present beach and in older marine terraces away
from the shoreline. The sands contain magnetite, il-

menite, chromite, garnet, zircon and quartz. Irregular

crescents of black sand, 100 to 200 feet long and as

much as 50 feet wide, that occur along the foot of

sandy bluffs are said to be mostly magnetite, with
some martite, and enough ilmenite to assay 16 percent

TiO,.

Black sand concentrations occur in beaches at quite

a few other locations along the California coast, and
many have been sampled or mined periodically in

search for gold. Some amounts of gold have been
recovered from beach sands in Humboldt County,
particularly at Gold Bluff where occasional high

values of gold and small amounts of platinum have
been found with magnetite and chromite sands. Beach
sands near the Oregon border in Del Norte County
contain high concentrations of iron and chromium
minerals. One sample of sand from this area assayed

480 pounds of magnetite, 210 pounds of chromite, and
56 pounds of monazite per ton, and also contained a

small amount of gold. Most placers containing un-
usuall\- large amount of chromite are found along

the northern coast of California, however, an ex-

tremely high-value sample of chromite, running over

1,000 pounds per ton of natural sand, was reported

to have been taken from the beach in San iMateo

County.

High concentrations of garnet occur in the beach
deposits near Fort Bragg, in Mendocino County, and
at Point Sal, in Santa Barbara County. The garnet

found in beach deposits is generally too fine to have

commercial value as an abrasive; however, small quan-

tities have been sold for other purposes.

No known concentrations of monazite sand of pres-

ent commercial importance exist in California, although

sands near Cresent City in Del Norte Count\' have

been found to contain economically significant, but

sporadic, accumulations of monazite.

Uranium minerals occur in small quantities in some
beach alluvial deposits, but no commercial amounts
have been discovered. A few years ago, uranoan tho-

rite was discovered along the beach between Half

Moon Ba\' and .Monterey. A ton of sand taken along

these beaches will yield one pound of uranoan thorite

which contains 7 percent uranium oxide; a concentra-

tion too low to be commercial (Hutton, 1959, p. 80-

90). More recent studies have shown the range of

thorite occurrences in beaches and offshore areas to

extend north beyond San Francisco.

Diamonds are occasionally found as a mineralogical

curiosit\' in the beach sands of San Mateo County, and
also reportedly in Humboldt County. Typicall\-, the

diamonds are in the form of highly irregular frag-

ments and nowhere are they concentrated enough to

have commercial value.

Jade is the only gem material known to occur in

recoverable quantities in California beach deposits.

Nephrite jade was discovered in the late 1930's along

a 2-mile stretch of coast in southern Monterey County,

midway between Alorro Ba\' and the City of Mon-
terew Some excellent qualit\' nephrite has been col-

lected on the narrow pebble beach in what has become
known as the Jade Cove area. Gem material ranging

in size from small pebbles to large beachworn boulders

have been found, but w hile many of the pebbles form-

ing the beach are composed of nephrite, only a few
of these were found to be of desirable color and trans-

lucency. Later, pods of nephrite jade were found to

crop out in place along the sea cliffs that border the

beach. In the cliffs gray schists and mylonite predomi-

nate, and many intrusions of peridotite, now serpen-

tine, have altered the schists forming the bedrock

nephrite, which is always near such bodies of serpen-

tine. Chances of finding alluvial concentrations of

nephrite in offshore gravels are ver\- favorable. Jade

is also believed to occur off the coast of southern

California at Laguna Beach, as a sizeable block of this

material was reported to have been recovered by skin

divers.

A small but important part of the total sand and

gravel output of California comes from beach and

nearshore sand deposits. Although beach deposits con-

sist mostly of well-sorted sand of fairh' uniform com-
position, gravels of a type used for construction pur-

poses are normally absent in shoreline areas. Deposits

from which specialty sands are mined are even less

common than those containing aggregate-grade ma-

terial. Beach sands derived from granitic rocks and

notably rich in quartz occur at several places south of

San Francisco along the present coast and are mined
both for specialty products and aggregate.

Most aggregate sand material recovered from beach

deposits is obtained from the sands that rim Monterey
Bay from Sunset Bay in Santa Cruz County to the

Cit\' of .Montere\- for a distance of more than 30 miles.
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In these modern benches thnt border Mcjnterey Bay
the sand sizes and compositions vary considerabh' with

location, consequently, not all of the sand is of com-

mercial interest and onl\- those containing coarse sand

have been mined. Because wave activity varies con-

rinuall\-, the a\erage grain size at an\- given beach

changes from time to time, especiall\ w ith the seasons.

In late 1965 four companies operated five modern

beach deposits and one older beach deposit ( Hart,

1965). The coarse beach sand that is mined is used

mainl\- for aggregate in plaster, concrete, asphalt pav-

ing material, and as sandblasting .sand. Small amounts

are used for filter sand, roofing granules, foundry, and

engine sand. .Modern beach sand reserves are difficult

to determine because of erosion and depositional ac-

tion, but in recent years several operators report that

their beaches are retreating. Shore erosion in the vicin-

ity is considered by the Beach Erosion Board to be

severe, and this problem is under stud>'. Development

of offshore sand reserves ma\' provide a solution and

lead to restoration of the storm-destroyed beaches

for recreational and residential, as well as industrial,

purposes.

On the western margin of .Montere\- Ba\-, near

Pacific Grove, fine white beach sands are being uti-

lized for glass manufacture, and for ceramic, abrasive,

and refractor)- uses. As early as 1867, some of these

deposits were worked for the production of glass. The
deposits near Pacific Grove, which are derived from

the abrasion of granitic rocks, are unlike an\- other

beach sands in California because of their uncommonly
white color, and general lack of cla>-, iron-bearing

materials, and rock fragments. The\' consist of about

53 percent quartz grains, 46.5 percent feldspar, and

0.5 percent other minerals including biotitc, ilmcnite,

garnet, zircon and monazite. Nearlv all of the sand

grains of this deposit will pass through a 20-mesh sieve.

\o commercial operations to recover calcareous

sands from the shelf areas of California have been

attempted. However, Recent deposits of shells and

mud, dredged from San Francisco Ba\-, provide the

principal raw materials for a portland cement plant at

the Port of Redwood Cit\'.

PETROLEUM

Petroleum is the mineral resource that occurs in

the waters adjacent to the California coast having the

greatest present value and the most promising poten-

tial for future large-scale increase in production. Oil

fields along the California coast are localized in deep

sedimentary basins containing sharplv folded rocks.

Great quantities of oil have been found in the rela-

tivelv small basins of Los Angeles, X'entura, and Santa

.Maria, but elsewhere in the coastal region onl\' small

pools have been developed. Productive basins are nor-

malK' at an angle to the general trend of the coast,

and they e.xtend westward some distance beyond the

shoreline out under the Pacific Ocean. These sub-

merged areas are e.xcellent prospecting grounds for

potentially large petroleum and natural gas resources.

While much oil has been produced from offshore

wells in California, there is still a paucit\- of general

geological knowledge of the subsea floor in most areas

of the State; an exception is the part of offshore

southern California situated south of Point Concep-

tion. Rocks of this province consist of schist and

granitic basement, of Jurassic age or older, overlain

by Cretaceous and Tertiar\- sediments. Cretaceous and

Eocene rocks are exposed over a small percentage of

the province, generally' on or near islands along the

shelf. Oligocenc rocks are not known to be exposed

on the sea floor; however, oil wells have penetrated

such rocks in several places beneath the shelf off Santa

Barbara and \'cntura Counties. .Miocene rocks, wide-

spread petroleum producers on land, are believed to

be common offshore, but rocks younger than Miocene

are scarce. Pliocene formations have been encountered

in several offshore wells in both the Los Angeles and

Table I. Mineral deposHt of >he wo

Source area
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Ventura basins, and are probabl\' more common on

the shelf than indicated bv surface samples on the sea

floor (Calif. Div. Mines, 1959).

The sub-sea area of central and northern California

is, of course, far less known geologically and topo-

graphically than is the rest of the State. From an eco-

nomic viewpoint, two-thirds of the California coast

is bordered by Tertiary and Cretaceous rocks having

oil-producing potential. Two of these sedimentar\' re-

gions, the Los Angeles and Ventura basins, have al-

ready yielded a great amount of oil and gas from their

offshore portions, and undoubtedly a substantial pro-

portion of their reserves still remains to be discovered.

Probably, the most favorable sedimentary basins that

extend into adjacent shelf areas from land are the

Santa Maria basin of Santa Barbara and San Luis

Obispo Counties, and the Eel River basin of Hum-
boldt County. However, other favorable ground that

is not an extension of onshore basins surely exists.

Potentially petroliferous zones lie offshore from the

sedimentary sequences of Marin, Sonoma, and south-

ern Mendocino Counties.

The California coast is the scene of rapidly increas-

ing offshore activity because of the State's growing
demand for fuel, the development of technological

skills to drill and operate in extremely deep water,

recent successes in the Ventura basin, and Federal off-

shore lease sales in northern California in the past two
years. The Federal decision to open for oil explora-

tion more than 1,000 square miles of offshore acreage

beyond California's 3-mile limit makes this region the

best remaining block of wildcat territory in the Na-
tion. Aluch of the area represents the seaward exten-

sion of the Los Angeles basin, which has produced 40

percent of California's oil and is the world's most pro-

lific basin in terms of established reserves per cubic

mile of sediment.

Los Angeles basin activity has become enhanced by
significant extensions of the Huntington Beach field

and by the solution of legal problems involving devel-

opment of the East Wilmington field. East Wilming-
ton field is the largest undeveloped known oil reserve

in the L^riited States, containing an estimated 1.2 billion

barrels of recoverable oil. Five companies have won 80

percent of the field by offering 95.56 percent of net

profits as royalty. Building of four 10-acre drilling

islands is underway and production is expected to

reach 200,000 bpd within a decade.

The Ventura basin has seen considerable offshore

development in recent years. This activity continues

with the report of a new field recently discovered off-

shore from Carpinteria. In addition, new gas reserves

have been developed off the Santa Barbara coast and
directional drilling is underway from beach locations

at Gaviota.

The first wildcat ever drilled in Federal waters off

the State was completed in 1964 just north of San
Francisco in the Point Reyes area. The hole was drilled

in 360 feet of water and was taken to 4,400 feet with

inconclusive results. A second hole is now being at-

tempted in the same general location.

In 1965 a wildcat was l)eing drilled north of Santa

Barbara, off Morro Bay, in 630 feet of water on Fed-

eral lands beyond the 3-mile limit. While drilling in

this depth of water ma\' seem amazing, f)il companies
now feel that it is feasible to drill throughout the year

in California in places where the water is as deep as

1,000 feet.

TAR DEPOSITS

Unusual occurrences of submarine tar deposits have

been observed in shallow water on the sea floor off

southern California in at least three localities; the

Point Conception area, Coal Oil Point near Goleta, and
off Carpinteria (V^ernon, 1963). Scuba-diving geol-

ogists mapping underwater for oil companies first

discovered these tar deposits in the mid-1950's. Al-

though the potential economic importance and true

extent of the deposits is unknown, it is believed that

tar recovery could be accomplished by known mining
processes if the deposits prove to be sizeable.

Tar is most abundant in the Point Conception area

where a sheet of the material covers at least one-fourth

square mile and forms a 10- to 12-foot scarp at its

seaward edge. East of the Point, individual deposits

that range up to 100 feet in diameter and S feet in

height have been reported.

The deposits are irregularly distributed along the

east-west trend of faulted anticlines exposed in shale

outcroppings on the ocean floor. Most of the tar occurs

in mounds that have roughly circular outlines and re-

semble miniature volcanos with sides sloping gradu-

ally upward toward a vent at a central high point. The
mounds are essentially discrete masses of tar in the form
of flows. Fresh material is being extruded continuously

from the vents of most mounds, and a whiplike strand

of fresh tar is commonly found floating above the

central vents. Rotar\' cores taken near one group of

tar mounds show that the tar fills fractures in the shale

to a depth of 10 feet, but below this depth the frac-

tures in the bedrock are essentially free of tar.

Studies of the tar deposits indicate that Late Qua-
ternary fluctuations in sea level uncovered the site of

the tar deposits and wave action removed previous

accumulations, and probably also removed several tens

of feet of shale forming the surface on which the

mounds are now accumulating. It is suggested that the

present deposits must have developed since the last

major rise in sea level, about 9,000 years ago.

BARITE DEPOSITS

Limited deposits of barite concretions have been

found embedded in marine mud at depths between

2,000 and 2,400 feet along the northeast side of San

Clemente Island off the coast of southern California.

About 250 looseh- mixed concretions, along with about

100 kilograms of green mud, have been dredged from

this area. They are irregularly shaped nodules, and

range from 1 to 25 cm in length. Chemicall\- and min-
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eralogically they are similar to other barite concre-

tions found on land or recovered from the sea floor.

Barium sulphate is present in the nodules in amounts

from 62 to 77 percent.

It is believed the barite concretions originated b\-

a reaction between hot solutions ascending along a

fault and the interstitial seawater of the sediments

(Revelle and Emery, 1951, p. 707). This suggestion is

supported by the fact that all known nodule localities

are situated on or near large faults, which could have

provided an avenue of escape for the hot barium-bear-

ing solutions. It appears likely that the deposits of

barite concretions are quite localized, and the>' should

not be considered a potential ofi^shore resource.

GLAUCONITE

Glauconite is an authigenic sea-floor mineral of po-

tential economic interest that is found in \\idespread

occurrence off the Coast of California. This mineral

contains from 2 to 9 percent KoO and could serve as

a future source of potash and soil conditioner for

agricultural use, or as a source of potassium or potas-

sium salts. Compared to continental deposits of potash

salts, marine glauconite sediments could not be con-

sidered a rich source of supply, however, mining costs

would be relatively cheap and mechanical concentra-

tion might possibly produce a product with a signifi-

cant amount of contained potash.

Glauconite is widely distributed in the terrigenous

sediments off' the coast of the State, occurring in water

depths ranging from 100 to 200 fathoms. The highest

concentrations of glauconite occur in environments in

which detrital sedimentation is slow or virtually absent,

such as banks, ridges, and upper slopes of basins of the

continental shelf. Distribution of the mineral is nor-

mally patchy both laterally and vertically.

Deposits of glauconite are either in sitzt, having been

formed where they now are found, or else reworked,

having been transported into the environment in which
they are found. Transported glauconite can be recog-

nized because it is usuall\' characterized by fine grains,

some of which show evidence of fragmentation. Indi-

vidual grains of glauconite found in marine muds are

in some places as large as 3 mm, although nonnall)'

they are much smaller. Glauconites off California range

from dark green illitic types to pale and yellowish-

green montmorillonitic types.

Glauconite deposits of offshore California range in

age from Miocene to Late Pleistocene. They have

been found in abundance in Recent sediments that

form the shelf south of Santa Barbara, where the\-

appear to be reworked from glauconitic sediments of

Late Pliocene age. Similar, but less extensive deposits

of reworked glauconite are present in other areas off

the California coast. Both Santa .Monica Bay and the

Palos \"erdes shelf contain vast areas of glauconitic

sands of low concentration. The sea area off Montere\-

Bay contains local sediments at the shelf break that

run as high as 40 percent glauconite, and individual

layers in some offshore areas are known to grade as

high as 80 percent glauconite (Pratt, 1962, p. 233).

PHOSPHORITE

.\uthigenic phosphorite is one of the truly important

kinds of rock on the sea floor off California from an

economic standpoint. It has been shown by recent

scientific and engineering studies to offer great poten-

tial as a present-day source of chemical raw materials.

Extensive deposits of phosphorite are common in many
places off the coa.st, and are quite near to potential

areas of consumption and centers of processing and

marketing.

Phosphatic concretions \\ ere first discovered on the

ocean floor b\' scientists of the famous Challenger

Expedition in the 1870"s; however, they were not rec-

ognized off the California coast until 1937. Since that

time many additional locations have been discovered

in the State's coastal waters, and in several of these

phosphorite has been found to be the most abundant

surface rock. Deposits of phosphorite nodules are now
known to extend from the coastal waters off Point

Reyes, north of San Francisco, southward to the

mouth of the Gulf of California, a distance of 1,300

miles. The nodules occur in some places within a few

miles of the coast and they extend as far from shore

as the inner edge of the continental slope. The greatest

depth from which nodules have been dredged is 8,400

feet, while the shallowest is about 100 feet off southern

California. The total area that is known or believed

to be covered by phosphorite is about 6,000 square

miles (Emery, 1946, p. 69). If it is assumed that the

nodule layer has an average thickness of one inch, the

Photo 2. Phosphorite on the Forty Mile Bonk orea at o depth of

108 fathoms. This photo shows on area of about 16 square feet. The

quantity of phosphorite, assuming a monoloyer of rock on the surface

of the sea floor, Is about 500,000 tons per square mile of sea floor.

Individual nodules range In size from oolites to blocks with a mojor

dimension of about 2 feet.
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region could contain approximatclx' one billion tons

of phosphorite rock.

Drctiging has indicated that an especially great

al)undancc of pho.iphorite exists in the continental

borderland area of southern California, particularly in

the vicinity of Thirty .Mile and Forty Alile Banks off

San Diego. Deposits have also been identified near

Santa Catalina Island, and farther north off Santa Rosa

and Santa Cruz Islands. Off central California, phos-

phorite nodules have been dredged from deposits in

Montere\- Ba\- and from the outer shelf in this region

as well. West of San Francisco, several hundred

pounds of nodules were recovered from dredge hauls

in water depths between 400 to 600 fathoms (Chester-

man, 19.>2, p. 366). To tiic northwest of San Francisco

in the vicinit>' of Cordcli Bank, at water depths rang-

ing from 200 to 400 fathoms, over 800 pounds of

nodules were taken during sampling. They ranged

from 2 to S inches in diameter and appeared to be

nearly pure phosphatic material. The percentage of

sand recovered with the nodules in this region was

very low.

Sea-floor phosphorite is known to occur in a wide

variety of topographic environments. It has been

dredged from the tops and sides of banks and ridges,

from deep hills, on steep escarpments, on the walls of

submarine canyons, and on the break of the continen-

tal slope. Small grains or oolites are common in many
inshore areas as well as in the coarse sediment seaward

of the main shelf. Most samples of phosphorite, how-
ever, have been taken from areas characterized by a

slow rate of deposition. In these environments ocean

bottom currents are concentrated so that any sediment

that reaches the nodules is soon removed and no per-

manent deposit of fine sediment remains. Sea-floor

phosphorite occurs as a veneer or mono-layer covering

the ocean bottom for many square miles; no evidence

has been found that indicates phosphorites occur to

an\- depth beneath the surface of the ocean floor.

California phosphorites typically occur as nodules

and sands, ranging from flat slabs and irregular masses

to oolites. The>' vary in size from small grains of less

than I mm to nodules well over 3 feet in diameter.

Pieces of phosphorite weighing 100 pounds have been

recovered in dredge iiauls and larger pieces are likely

to exist. The nodules generally have flat bottoms and

nodelike tops, and their surfaces appear glazed as they

are normally coated with a thin film of manganese

oxides. From place to place nodular phosphorites vary

in color from light brown to black; those from a par-

ticular area typically have a group resemblance.

Internally, the nodules display a wide range of struc-

tures and purit\-. Most small nodules have a very fine

grained texture and a homogeneous composition, while

most of the larger nodules contain some nonphospha-

tic material, usuall\- composed of sand and glauconite

and fragments of nearby bedrock. Frequently, phos-

phorite forms a thin coating on fragments of local

rocks that are lying on the sea floor. In places old-

appearing nodules arc cemented together to form a

conglomeratic mass. The majority of sea-floor phos-

phorite shows signs of internal layering cither visually

or microscopically. These la\ers are irregular and

nonconcentric, and var\' in thickness from less than a

millimeter to a few centimeters.

Photo 3. Photomicrograph of o thin section of phosphorite from

Forty Mile Bonk, showing the oolitic stru'-ture of these nodules (x 50).

Sea-floor phosphorites are firm and dense, with a

specific gravity of 2.62 and a hardness of 5 on the

.Mohs' scale. Chemical and mineralogical analysis has

proved the nodules to be composed almost entirely of

collophane, a nearly isotropic fluorapatite. Associated

with collophane in minor amounts is francolite, also a

carbonate fluorapatite mineral. Chemical analyses in-

dicate that sea-floor phosphorite is nearly the same

composition as reported for deposits of land phospho-

rites in the United States and elsewhere. It generally

contains 20 to 31 percent P^O.-, and can be upgraded

bv physical processing to contain 32 to 34 percent

PoO,-, (Mero, 1965).

The process of formation of these unique blanket

deposits of nodular phosphorite is still unknown. The
evidence available strongly suggests that most of the

phosphorite originated as a primary or syngenetic

mineral formed in situ. Deposits of nodules are most

abundant along coasts where there are great and

rapid changes of temperature resulting from the meet-

ing of cold and warm ocean currents. In these areas,

large numbers of pelagic or deep-water organisms are

killed by temperature changes and ma\' accumulate

to form sizeaiile la\ers of decomposing phosphatic

matter on the ocean bottom. In areas where there are

large amounts of deca\'ing phosphatic matter, an en-

vironment that allows the phosphate to dissolve in sea

water is created. The dissolved phosphate migrates
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away from this area into tiie prevailing oxidizing en-

vironment of the ocean, and is precipitated in colloidal

form. Under certain conditions these phosphate col-

loids can agglomerate to form nodules.

Another suggested origin is that the phosphorite is

precipitated from sea water in areas of strong upw cll-

ing ocean currents. In these areas \\ here cooler deep

water containing a high concentration of phosphate

ions and other nutrients rises to the surface the sea

water undergoes an increase in pH and temperature

and a decrease of pressure. Carbon dioxide, which

serves to hold phosphate in solution, is released. This

combination of events serves to explain the modern
occurrence of phosphorite in the oxidizing environ-

ments of waters along California and other coasts, at

least some of which are also areas of upwelling.

Many fossils are found incorporated in the phospho-

rite nodules. The\' range from bones and teeth of fishes

to sponge spicules and tests of Forminifera. Of these

the Foraminifera are by far the most abundant in the

phosphorite, and they are quite useful in determining

the age of formation of the deposit. Foraminifera in

the California nodules fall into two general groups:

middle and late -Miocene types in dark brown, older-

appearing nodules, and late Pliocene to Recent types

in the matrix of light brown forms. Evidence indi-

cates most nodules formed during .Miocene time; how-
ever, subsequent exposure of nodules on the sea floor

may have provided nuclei for renewed Quaternar\-

deposition of phosphorite.

Although phosphatic pebbles are found in the sedi-

mentary strata in some land areas of California (see

Dickert, this bulletin), no deposit of rock phosphate

within the State has yet proved economic to mine. It

appears likely that if offshore deposits of phosphorite

prove to be sufficientl\' extensive, they can offer a

substantial source of low-grade ore. Not all of the phos-

phorite found off California will be economic to re-

cover, as some deposits are too marginal or too scat-

tered to be profitable and others are too mixed with
nonphosphatic rocks or too unfavorable located for

commercial recovery. However, if it is economic to

mine only 10 percent of the phosphorite speculated to

be off the coast of California, there is a reserve for

about 200 years of mining at a rate of 500,000 tons per

year.

MANGANESE NODULES

The most promising of ocean-floor mineral occur-

rences found off California are the deep-sea deposits

of manganese nodules. Nodular manganese as a pelagic

sediment is probably one of the most common forms

of hard rock found at the surface of the lithosphere,

but although its existence has been known since the

1870's, its potential economic significance was not ap-

parent until v\idespread dredging in the Pacific Ocean
during the International Geophysical Year revealed its

vast e.xtent. The amount of nodules on the Pacific

Ocean floor alone has been estimated to be in excess

of 1.5 trillion tons. I'urthcrmore, recent engineering

studies on the mining of nodules from the sea floor

suggest that such operations may be both technically

and economicallv practical.

Concretionarv' deposits of ferromanganese minerals

arc found ubiquitousK' spread over the ocean bottom

where oxidizing conditions prevail at the sediment-

water interface, it has been estimated that between

20 and 50 percent of the deep-sea floor in the south-

western Pacific is covered with these concretions, and

although their relative abundance in the northeastern

Pacific is not \et as well known, sporadic dredging

has indicated several potentiallv large and highlx con-

centrated deposits.

Ocean-floor manganese minerals are most commonly
found as loose-lying concretions or nodules at the sur-

face of soft sea-floor sediments. The manganese nod-

ules range in color from light brown to earthy black,

are friable w ith a hardness that does not exceed 3 or 4

on the A4ohs' scale, and have a density of from 2.1 to

3.1. On an ocean-wide basis, the\' have an average

diameter of 3 cm; however, thev locallv vary in size

from I cm to 25 cm with a few that are even larger.

One extremeh large nodule recovered from the Pa-

cific weighed 1,700 pounds.

Photo 4. Mongonese nodules from the north Pacific, illustroling a

few of the many shapes they assume in their growth process. The loca-

tion data for the individual nodules ore: A.) N. 29° 58', W. 125° 55',

depth 4,325 m.,- B.) N. 23" 17', W. 138° 15', depth 4,890 m.; C.)

N. 22° 30', W. 113° 08', depth 3,600 m.; D.) N. 14° 11', W. 161° 08',

depth 5,652 m.,- E.) N. 9° 57', W. 137° 47', depth 4,930 m.; F.)

N. 21° 27', W. 126° 43', depth 4,300 m.
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In physical appearance, the nodules exhibit a variety

of shapes, such as niarhles, tablets, potato siiapcs, c\lin-

dcrs, slabs, and irregular masses. Nodules from differ-

ent parts of the ocean generally ha\c unique physical

characteristics, bur those \\ ithin a gi\en deposit show

a group resemblance. Iheir external form commonl\
depends on the shape of the nucleus. Some, ho\\e\er.

show several nuclei because growing nodules have

coalesced to form slab-like concretions with multiple

knobs. (Sec photo 4.)

The mineralog\- of the nodules is complex. As a

number of distinct minerals are generally present the

nodules may be classified most appropriately as rocks.

In addition to the common detrital silica and alumina

minerals, such minerals as opal, rutile, anatase, barite.

nontronite, goethite, and at least three manganese
oxide minerals of major importance have been recog-

nized in the nodules. Cienerall\' these minerals occur

as intimatelv intergrown crystallites. Crutter and

Buser (1957, p. 132) found that the structure consists

of la\ers of MnC):. in an irregular pile of quasi two-
dimensional crxstals. Their X-ra\' diffraction pattern

is of a t>pe similar to that of the mineral lithiophorite.

They suggest a structure of two MnOo la\ers, 10 A
apart, separated by a layer consisting of Mn(OH):..
and Fe(OH):i, and possibly- sodium ions. A4any of

the nodules contain more iron than can be accom-
modated in the in-between h\droxyl layer and the

e.xcess iron appears in the form of goethite. The in-

between la\er seems also to accommodate a group of

cations, such as nickel, copper, cobalt, and zinc, which
mav be found in rather high concentrations.

Several hypotheses ha\e been suggested concerning

the formation of the nodules. The most plausible in-

organic theory of formation, as based on presenth

available data, begins with sea-water saturated with

manganese and iron, which has been derived largely

from streams, continental erosion, and volcanic erup-

tions. With the exaporation of the sea water at the

ocean surface, manganese and iron are forced to

precipitate as colloidal particles, which filter down
through the sea water scavenging nickel, copper, co-

balt, vanadium, molybdenum and other metals from
solution. The manganese and iron sols are swept along

by bottom currents and accrete on the sea floor

around physical nuclei such as clay particles, organic

material, coral, or pumice.

Deposits of manganese nodules appear to occur

essentiall\' as a mono-la\'er on the surface of the deep-

sea floor. .Some nodules do occur at discrete levels

within superficial sea-floor sediments, but the\' are in

less abundance than on the surface itself, at least in

the more explored upper meter or so of the sediments.

Detailed information on the distribution and concen-

tration of macroscopic nodules on the sea floor has

been obtained through bottom photograph)- and b\

sampling. Crusts and large nodules appear to develop

on topographic highs or in areas where there is a low

rate of total deposition, probabl\- because in these

areas growing nuclei are not so quickly buried by
other sedimentar\- components. In general, the concen-

tration of nodules in individual deposits tends to in-

crease toward the center of the Pacific Ocean. .Meas-

urements in the eastern PaciHc ea\e an average nodule

Photo 5. Mangonese nodules on

Ihe oceon floor at N. 26", W. 135°,

in 4,330 m of water between

ColKornlo and Hawaii. The largest

slablike nodule is about 23 cm in

diameter. Many of the blocklike

nodules in this photo may be only

manganese dioxide encrusted blocks

of pumice. Photo by Carl Shipek,

US. Novo/ Electronics toborotory.

Son Diego, California.
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concentration of 0.9 gms/cm-; measurements in tlic

central Pacific average 1.8 gms/cm- (Photo 5).

Definite regional variation in the composition of

manganese nodules has been observed in the Pacific

Ocean. The chemical basis for determining whether

a nodule is "high" in regard to the amount of a par-

ticular element is rather arbitrary; however, using a

detritus-free weight percentage base of about 1 per-

cent for cobalt, nickel, and copper, a geochemical pat-

tern becomes apparent. In the case of manganese, a

weight percentage of 40 percent is considered "high",

and if the manganese/iron ratio is less than unity, a

nodule is assumed to be "high" in iron. In the central

part of the eastern Pacific, nodules are found to be

"high" in nickel and copper. In the central Pacific,

nodules are "high" in cobalt, but contain very little

copper. Nodules near the west coast of the United

States are characterized by a manganese/iron ratio of

less than one and an iron/cobalt ratio that is greater

than that of other regions. Nodules from the region

that borders the North American Pacific coast have

an average chemical composition, on a detrital-free

mineral basis, in percent of: iron—28.3, manganese-

—

21.7, cobalt—0.35, nickel—0.46, and copper—0.32.

Although no nodule deposits have been reported as

occurring on the continental shelf and slope of Cali-

fornia, much manganese dio.xide has been found there

in the form of coatings around rock fragments. For
example, in a seahill area about 30 miles off the coast

near San Diego large quantities of manganese dioxide

have been reported cementing andesite fragments. Else-

where off California in deeper water, a considerable

number of rocks with manganese crusts have been

dredged. These are generally angular slabs and tabular

masses with a core of altered pumice fragments, and
between the slabs in many places nodules have been

found to cover much of the bottom.

Manganese nodules may occur over an extensive

region of the deep-sea floor due west of Cape Mendo-
cino. Samples recovered from as close to the continent

as 250 miles contain approximately 19 percent man-
ganese, 8 percent iron, 0.6 percent nickel, and 0.4 per-

cent copper. From about 680 miles to 2,100 miles west
of Cape .Mendocino, recovered nodules contain an
average of 14 percent Mn, 8 percent Fe, 0.5 percent
Ni, 0.4 percent Cu, and 0.28 percent Co. .Approxi-

mately 2,000 miles west of San Francisco, nodules were
found to contain about 20 percent .Mn, 14 percent Fe,

0.4 percent Ni, 0.25 percent Cu, and 0.13 percent Co.
To the south in a zone 1,000 miles west of Cape San
Martin, nodules recovered contained 10 percent Mn,
13 percent Fe, 0.3 percent Co, 0.3 percent Ni, and 0.3

percent Cu. West of Los .•\ngeles, approximately 1,600

miles at sea, a dredge haul retrieved nodules that con-
tained 15 percent Mn, 12 percent Fe, 0.6 percent Ni,

0.3 percent Cu, and 0.3 percent Co. Most of the nod-
ules taken in waters off California occur in a depth
range from 4,500 to 5,500 meters.

The feasibility of mining deposits of manganese
nodules has been studied in some detail by Mero
(1965), and he concludes that a proven engineering

system such as drag dredging or suction dredging
could economically recover nodules from specific de-

posits off California. Before seriously considering min-
ing these deposits, however, it will be necessary to

learn far more about their environment and occurrence
so that the best sites for operations can be selected.

Should these deep-sea deposits prove to be ores of

various metals, the reserves in the Pacific Ocean are

staggering, as the indicated reserves for many of the

metals range into quantities sufficient to support min-

ing for hundreds of thousands of years. From a mining

standpoint, the nodules rich in cobalt, copper, and

nickel are of greatest interest. Maximum concentra-

tions of these metals found in nodules thus far are 3

percent copper, 2 percent cobalt, and 2 percent nickel.

Economic incentive ma\- soon provide sufficient infor-

mation to bring deep-sea nodules into the realm of

true ore deposits.
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